






Introduction

The 1152 Programmable Calculator combines some
of the most advanced computing refinements available in
electronic calculators with the printed record so desirable
for auditing purposes. To understand the logical flow of
work through the 1152, the following description of the
machine organization will be helpful.

Singer’s Friden Division has departed from the indus-
try tradition of special keys for entering multipliers or
dividends. The 1152 uses one key, FIRST NUMBER/
PRINT, to begin all problems. A simple rule is followed
for all calculations:

All arithmetic operations
1 + 2 f 3

involve two numbers 3 X 5 — 15
8 + 2 : 4
7 — 5 : 2

Index the first number on the keyboard and touch the
FIRST NUMBER/PRINT key. After the second num—

ber is indexed, any of the arithmetic function keys
(+, —, X, + ) may be used to perform the desired
operation.
The value of this principle increases, particularlywith

the use of the “stack” organization, as problems become
more complex. Defining a “register” as a place in which
a number can be stored, the stacking principle can be
described as follows:
Four registers, R1, R2, R3, and R4, are arranged in a

“stack,” with R1 on the bottom.
Each register can hold up to 13 digits, plus decimal

point and sign.

All numbers enter this stack through R1.
All arithmetic is performed on the two numbers in R1
and R2.
All answers occur in R1.
Registers R3 and R4 automaticallyhold partial or
intermediate answers.

2+3=5

As a number is indexed into the keyboard, it enters
R1 and the lowest of the four red lights on the front panel
of the machine comes on to indicate that that register is

occupied. Pressing the FIRST NUMBER/PRINT key
causes the numberto be printed and prepares the machine
to receive the next entry.

When the first digit of a second number is indexed, the
first number automatically “shifts up” to R2. The lower
two lights now indicate that the lower two registers are
occupied.

Depression of an arithmetic function key causes the
content of R2 to be operated on by the content of R1 —

R2—:— R1; R2 >< R1; R2 —|— R1;R2— R1
—and the answer is produced in R1.

Entries cause the stack to “shift up.”
Operations cause the stack to “shift down.”
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The ON/OFF switch is located below the right side
cover of the machine. Pushing it toward the rear will turn
the power on.
The “1 l—key” keyboard is used to enter numbers into

R1. The decimal point key (the eleventh key) is used
when a decimal point occurs in the number. If not used,
the entry is treated as a whole number.

The DECIMAL POINT CONTROL establishes the
desired number of decimal places in the answer. Up to
nine decimal places may be entered in either number; the
answer will contain only the number of decimal places
called for by the setting. Sums, differences and products
are rounded off. A position marked plus (—1—) disengages
the decimal point control, thereby permitting faster ad-
dition and subtractionwith all numbers entered as whole
numbers; when the decimal control wheel is in this posi-
tion, answers are not rounded off.

The FIRST NUMBER/PRINT Key has three func—

tions:

(a) To enter the first number in a problem into R1:
the number is also printed on the tape, identified
by the symbol “F.”

(b) To print the contentof R1: after addition or sub-
traction, the answer contained in R1 can be
printed on the tape, identified by an equal (2)
symbol.
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(c) To accomplish STACK READ—OUT: afterprint—
out (manual or automatic) of R1, a touch of the
key prints the contents of R4, R3, R2 and R1, in
that order. The original contents of the registers
are not affected by this operation.

In order to extract the square root of the content of
R1, touch the SQUAREROOT Key. The answer occurs
in R1.

Touching the ENTRY CLEAR STACK key once
will clear R1. If it is used for following a digit key (as in
correcting a keyboard entry) there is no printout. If it is
used after an operating key, a “C” is printed in the
symbol column next to the number cleared.

A second touch of this key will clear all four registers
in the stack. The symbol “C” is printed in the center of
the tape. However, the memory unit is not affected.

The DUPLICATE Key permits duplication in R2 of
the content in R1:

(a) If used after a digit key, the number indexed is

entered into R1 and R2, and printed twice; both
numbers are identified by an “F” symbol.

If the content of R1 has not been printed, it is
duplicated in R2 and printed, followed by an
equal (2) symbol, and printed again followed by
an “E9,

If the content of R1 has been printed, it is dupli—

cated in R2 and printedonce with the symbol “F”

(b)

(C)





The Learning Operation

The 1152 Programmable Calculator uses a very
special concept: ProgramLearning. No special program-
ming ability on the part of the operator is required;
anyone who can perform manual calculations on the
1152 can take advantage of the calculator’s learning
ability.

The Square Root Key is not programmable.
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Learning Keys:

Depression of the LEARN key places the 1152 into

a learning condition. Until the LEARN key is restored
to its original position by depressing the PROGRAM
RESET key, the 1152 will learn in sequence the func—

tions required to perform the desired calculation.

Depression of the PROGRAMRESET key cycles the
1152 program memory back to the first step in the
calculating procedure. If the first step in the learned

programwas amanual keyboardentry (stop command),
the 1152 will stop, ready to accept a new manual entry.
If the first step in the program is not a manual entry, the
1152 will automatically carry out all the steps up to the
first point where a manual entry is to be made and then

stop.
At any point where a manual entry must be made in

an established program, the number is indexed on the
keyboard and entered into the calculator by depressing
the AUTO key. The 1152 will then continue with the
automatic program using the new number. When the
AUTO key is depressed, the number indexed on the
keyboard is printed on the tape and identified by the
symbol “E”
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The Learning Operation:

Any calculating procedure can be learnedby the 1152
provided that the number of steps in the operation does
not exceed the 30 step learning capacity of the calculator.
The operator depresses the LEARN key, then proceeds
to perform the calculations required to solve the first
problem. No answers are automatically printed while the
1152 is learning a calculating procedure. This allows the
operator to instruct the 1152 as to what answers should
be printed on the tape by simply depressing the FIRST
NMBR/PRINT key when the desired answer is in R1.

Having calculated the required answers for the first
problem, the operator depresses PROGRAM RESET;
the 1152 programmemory cycles back to the first step in
the program and is now ready to accept the values for the
second problem and automatically calculate the required
answers.
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Automatic Calculating:

During the Learning Operation there can be one or
more points at which a number is manually entered into
the calculator by indexing the number on the keyboard,
creating a stop command in the program, and depressing
a function key. When the PROGRAM RESET key is

depressed, the 1152 cycles to the first step in the calcu-
lating procedure, and automatically performs any steps
prior to the pointwhere a manual entry (stop command)
occurs. Automatic operation will then stop to allow the
operator to manually enter a new number for calculation.
Depressing the AUTO key will continue with the auto-
matic programup to the next pointwhere a manual entry
must be made. At each such point, the operator indexes
the number on the keyboard and depresses the AUTO
key. When all the numbers for the calculation have been
entered and all the required answers have been printed,
the 1152 automatically cycles back to the beginning of
the program sequence, and proceeds to the point of the
first manual entry (stop command).





Ink Cartridge Changing Procedure

The 1152 contains a unique ink roller that eliminates 1.

ribbons. Designed for maximum convenience, each ink
roller lasts much longer than a ribbon, and eliminates 2.
ribbon threading and stained hands.

Simply replace the old ink cartridge with a new one
according to the following procedure. The new cartridge 4-

is conveniently packaged in a plastic container so you
never have to touch the ink. 5.

6.

7.

\ ’\

Remove the snap—on plate on the front of the
machine.

Push Locking Tab (Yellow) to left and Hold.

Grasp ink cartridge with right hand and extract.

Release Locking Tab (Yellow). Calculator is now
ready to receive new ink cartridge.
Hold Locking Tab (Yellow) to left. Grasp new
ink cartridge by ends. Insert new cartridge, check-
ing to see that both ends of the inker shaft are
inserted in the Yokes.

Release Locking Tab (Yellow). Make sure ink
cartridge is locked in place.

Replace the snap-on front plate.





Applications

The following applications are representative of the
wide range of calculations capable of being performedon
the 1152 in a logical and direct manner, but by no means
does this manual completely cover the vast variety of
applications capable of being performed on the 1152.
A review of the applications presentedand the knowledge
acquiredby reading this manualwill enable the operator
to develop his own specialized applications.
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Multiplication
in multiplication problems on the 1152, the need for clearance is

eliminated by use Of the FIRST NMBR Key. A touch of the X : Key
automaticallymultiplies the factors entered and prints the
answer instantly on the tape. Products are automatically rounded
Off to the number of decimal places indicated by the ANSWER
DECIMAL setting.
PROBLEM 1: 24.02 X .9401547 : 22.58252
PROBLEM 2: (39.445 x 15.2) —|— (41 X .6) : 624.164
PROBLEM 3: (3 X .14) — (.007 X 21) : .273
PROBLEM 4: 23.8 X 16.92 X .708055 : 285.13092
PROBLEM 1:

SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

24.02 24 . 02 .-

.9401547 .9001507 x

22.58252:
PROBLEM 2:
SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

39-445 39.445 F

15.2 15 . 2 x

599.564002
41 41. F

.6 X: .6!
24 . 60000 =

+

624.16400 =

PROBLEM 3:
SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

5 s. F

.14 X = . 1 4 x

. 42000 =

.007 .007 F

21 X = 2 1 . x
.14700=

.27500 =

PROBLEM 4:
SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

23.8 23 . 8 F

16.92 16.92 x

402.69600=
.708055 x = . 708055 X

285. 13092 =
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Squaring a Number
Here we show how easily the 1152 handles the accumulation
of positive and negative square numbers. Notice how the
use of the DUP Key eliminates the need for entering any
number more than once.
PROBLEM: 18.1242 —l— 9.182 — 15.232 — 3.14162 : 170.92923

PROBLEM:
SET ANSWER DEClMAL ON 5

INDEX lN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS lN SEQUENCE TAPE

18.124 DUP 18.124 F

18.124 F

X: x

328.47938 =

9.18 DUP 9.18 F

9.18 F

X: x
84.27240 =

+

15.23 15.23 F

15.23 F

x

231.95290 =

E ..

3.1416 DUP 3.1416 F

3.1416 F

x: x
9.86965 =

B -
PRINT 170.9292} 3
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Sequential Operations
Here we illustrate how the Stacking Principleworks to retain
intermediate answers for further calculating without having to
re—index any numbers.

PROBLEM:

":1 X (1.4)3
' = .24506

x 4.5 x 7

PROBLEM:
SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

lNDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

164 1 6t; . F

131 III 13.1%
12.51908:

14 IE! 1.4F
1.4F

[ME 1.4F
X = X

1.96000:

Iii x

2.74400:

Iii x

34.35236:

&9 IRENE! 8.9F
2 III 2.+

a . 45000 =

4.5 x = 4 . 5 X

20 . 0 2 500 =

7 x= 7.x
140.17500z

II! t
.zasoez
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Interchange
mecmcmmmnsmommnhmademwmnmomnadwmmnpmbmm
for instance, be calculated before the numerator is calculated.
Though the following example could be easily calculated either
way; the denominator will be first calculated, then the numerator
to show the function of the lNTERCHANGE Key.

1

PROBLEM: (90y _W — 24.10714

PROBLEM:
SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX lN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS IN SEQUENCE TAPE

4 IHEIIEI 4-F
12 12 . x

48.00000:

7 III! 7-x
336.00000=

90 [iii 90.F
90.F

X = X

a 100.00000:
HEEEHIEI

336.00000
IHEI +

2A.10714 =
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Learning Operations
Using the Learn Mode, the volumes of the spheres in problems
2 and 3 are calculated using the program established after
calculating the volume for problem 1.

Formula: V = :5:— 7r r3

PROBLEM 1:

r : 7.26
V = 1602.86674

PROBLEM 2:

r = 8.934
V : 2986.93256
PROBLEM 3:
r 1: 7.12986
V : 1518.20538

SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

PROG RESET

8.934
(Answer 2)

7.12986 >

>

C

C

x

_.

a

n

O

0

(Answer 3)

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS lN SEQUENCE TAPE

4 4. F

3.14159 X= 3.14159 x

12.56636:

3 3 . %

4.18878:

4.18878 M

7.26 7. 26 F

7.26F
7.26 F

X: x

x: x

382 . 6571 8 =

FROM MEMORY 4 , 18878 F

x
1 602 .86674 =

8.934 F

2 986.93256 =

7.12986 F

1 518.20538 ‘-'
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Learning Operations
Here we make use of the Learn Mode on the 1152 for repetitive
calculations. Because calculations are performed automatically
using the learned program, there is greater speed and less
operator decision.
The arithmetic operations required to solve the following two
problems are the same, only the values are different. Calculating
the first problem in the Learn Mode will allow us to solve the
second problem by simply indexing the new values and depressing
the AUTO Key.

PROBLEM 1:

1‘15?“ x (1.4)3

45 = 7.63385

PROBLEM 2:

133
2 x (2.3,:
' : 41.523313.9

SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX IN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS lN SEQUENCE TAPE

164 164 . F

13.1 13 . 1 +

1.4 0UP 1 . a F

1 . a F

W 1.4 F

X = x
x

X = x

4.5 4 . 5 +

(Answer1) 7.63385 =

189 189 . F

14.2 lAUTOl 14.2 F

2.3 2 . 3 F

3.9 3 . 9 F

(Answer2) 41.52351:
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Pythagorean Theorem
Here, with the use of program learning and the Square Root Key,
we are able to make short work of this type of problem. Using
the formula C : \l a2 —|— b2 and its algebraic derivatives,we are
able to find the hypotenuse or any side of a right triangle.

PROBLEM 1: PROBLEM 2: PROBLEM 3:

Find c b = 9

Findc [’24 c=7.2111o b=6

a : 6 a = 13 Find a

c : V a2 + b2 a 2

SET ANSWER DECIMAL ON 5

INDEX lN KEYBOARD TOUCH CONTROL KEYS lN SEQUENCE TAPE

4 4 . F

4 . F

x

6 6 . F

6 . F
X = X

+

(Answer1) 7.21110 =

9 9. F

13 13 . F

(Answer2) 15.81138:

7.21110 7.21110F
7 a 2 l 1 1 O F

x

6 6 . F

6 . F

3“ "

(Answer3) 3.99999 =

11.40175 11.40175F
9 9 . F

(Answer4) 6.99999 2
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PROBLEM 4:

c : 11.40175



Maintenance Agreements
'

A Friden full coverage maintenance agreement is available for
FRIDEN" machines or equipment for successive periods of one year
each, effective at expiration of the Friden guarantee.

Friden maintenance agreement will cover:
[3 Periodic diagnostic check to condition the equipment

for continuous peak performance. This includes thorough %

adjustments, cleaning, oiling and replacement of parts.
[3 Incorporation of engineering advances and technical experience

obtained since initial production of the unit.

[I All emergency service during normal business hours.

The Friden maintenance. agreement gives full coverage on Friden
machines or equipment with factory trained service technicians,
factory authorized parts, fully equipped branch—office shops,
branch—office service records, and the latest methods of repair.
*A TRADEMARK OF THE SINGER COMPANY

FRIDEN DIVISION, THE SINGER COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA 94577
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